Amy Schumer Stars
Relationship
‘Trainwreck’

in New
Movie

By Courtney Omernick
In the new relationship movie, Trainwreck, Amy (Schumer) was
told that “monogamy isn’t realistic” as a child. So, she’s
spent her whole life in short and unfulfilling relationships
and love. However, that all changes when she’s asked to write
a story about a sports doctor named Aaron Conners (Bill
Hader).

This chick flick is about a career-

focused woman who is forced to face
her fear of monogamy.
Should you see it:
This relationship movie is not your average chick flick! If
you’ve ever jumped from relationship to relationship, begging
the universe to help you find the right guy, then you’ll enjoy
this film. The movie also features a great cast including Amy
Schumer, Bill Hader, Vanessa Bayer, Lebron James, and more!
Who to take:
This relationship movie/non-traditional chick flick would be
great to see with your friends or significant other.
How do you know you’ve finally found the right guy?
Cupid’s Advice:
Especially if you’ve been on multiple dates, it may seem like
the perfect guy doesn’t exist. But, what happens when a great
guy comes along, but you’re too afraid to become invested? You
feel like you’ve opened up to other guys in the past, but it
hasn’t worked out. Should you pursue this one? How do you
know? See below!
1. No need to be anyone but yourself: Through the good days
and the bad, he understands you, and he understands that
you’re human. You don’t always have to be perfect, and you
don’t always have to have a smile on your face.
Related Link: Love Advice: How To Tell If a Guy Likes You
2. Even if it costs him, he wants the
doesn’t want to see that romantic
restaurant, he wants what you want,
his opinions aside for the betterment

best for you: Even if he
comedy or eat at that
and he’s willing to put
of you sometimes.

Related Link: ‘Bachelorette’ Drama: Kaitlyn Bristowe and Nick
Viall Get Intimate
3. Attraction is 100% at all levels: Physically, mentally, and
emotionally, you both are all there and all tuned in 100%.
Sometimes, even running to the grocery store with him can feel
like a good time. Through each sense, you’re both connected to
each other.
When did you finally find the right guy? Do you have some
dating advice for our readers? Comment below!

